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Context

Artificial Intelligence: Machines able to behave appropriately in a growing range of circumstances: to sense, 
predict and increasingly act.

Individuals Knowledge Products and services
Organisations & 

communities

Lack of diversity
Lack of inclusion
Lack of participation

Narrow systems
Unjust systems
Discriminatory systems

Abuse, biases and blindspots

Organisational culture 
interacts with diversity

Research shapes what 
technologies are 
developed & applied

Products and services 
become “installed” and 

hard to shift

There are multiple instrumental rationales - in addition to substantive ones - to ensure inclusion in AI research 



Evidence: Trends

Our questions: What are the levels of gender diversity in AI research? How do they diverge over time, 
countries and disciplines?

Nesta research shows that....

■ The share of female researchers in AI has 
barely increased since the 1990s.

■ Female researchers are specially under-
represented in IT and data disciplines

■ Nordic countries have more gender 
diversity in AI research

■ Industry tends to recruit male AI 
researchers (other things equal)



Evidence: Impacts

How does gender inclusion shape the trajectory of AI research?

Quantitative evidence:

■ Female AI researchers overrepresented in research focused on 
health and societal applications of AI

■ Language in research involving female researchers more likely 
to include terms related to ethical values & risks

■ AI research including female researchers tends to combine 
more disciplines

Qualitative evidence

■ Female AI researchers responsible for breakthrough work 
about algorithmic bias & ethical risks raised by ML models 



Conclusions

Implications:

■ There is a significant and persistent gender diversity problem in AI research

■ Strong variation across countries, disciplines and types of organisations

■ Female researchers bring a stronger focus on public-good applications & awareness of ethical issues 

Next steps

■ Consider intersectionality (interaction between sociodemographic characteristics such as gender and 
ethnicity)

■ Understand the mechanisms driving increased female participation in AI research & its impacts

■ Measure impacts better, going beyond research

■ Start turning this evidence base into policies to change the situation, making AI research more inclusive, and 
AI products more societally beneficial
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